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Abstract 23 

Relativistic electron flux at geosynchronous orbit depends on enhancement and loss processes driven by 24 

ULF Pc5, chorus, and EMIC waves, seed electron flux, magnetosphere compression, the "Dst effect", and 25 

substorms, while solar wind inputs such as velocity, number density, and IMF Bz drive these factors and 26 

thus correlate with flux.  Distributed lag regression models show the time delay of highest influence of 27 

these factors on log10 high energy electron flux (0.7 – 7.8 MeV, LANL satellites).  Multiple regression with 28 

an autoregressive term (flux persistence) allows direct comparison of the magnitude of each effect while 29 

controlling other correlated parameters.  Flux enhancements due to ULF Pc5 and chorus waves are of 30 

equal importance.  The direct effect of substorms on high energy electron flux is strong, possibly due to 31 

injection of high energy electrons by the substorms themselves.  Loss due to EMIC waves is less 32 

influential.  Southward Bz shows only moderate influence when correlated processes are accounted for.  33 

Adding covariate compression effects (pressure and IMF magnitude) allows wave-driven enhancements 34 

to be more clearly seen.  Seed electrons (270 keV) are most influential at lower relativistic energies, 35 

showing that such a population must be available for acceleration.  However, they are not accelerated 36 

directly to the highest energies.  Source electrons (31.7 keV) show no direct influence when other 37 

factors are controlled.  Their action appears to be indirect via the chorus waves they generate.  38 

Determination of specific effects of each parameter when studied in combination will be more helpful in 39 

furthering modelling work than studying them individually. 40 

 41 

 42 

 43 

1. Introduction 44 

The level of relativistic electron flux in the radiation belts at geosynchronous orbit is the result of a 45 
balance between enhancement and loss processes (Reeves et al., 2003).  Increases in flux may be due to 46 
energization of lower energy particles already present through wave-particle interactions.  Decreases 47 
may also result from wave activity driving precipitation into the atmosphere or transport by radial 48 
diffusion to higher L-shells and subsequent escape through the magnetopause.  In this study, through 49 
statistical techniques, we investigate the relative importance and combined influence of ULF Pc5 50 
(ultralow frequency), lower band VLF (very low frequency) chorus, and EMIC (electromagnetic ion 51 
cyclotron) waves as well as the time scales of their action on relativistic electron flux at geosynchronous 52 
orbit.  The processes described below are summarized in Figure 1. 53 

1.1 ULF Pc5 waves 54 
ULF Pc5 waves (150-600s; 2-7 mHz) are produced at the magnetopause as a result of velocity shear or 55 
solar wind pressure fluctuations (Ukhorskiy et al., 2006; Takahashi & Ukhorskiy, 2007), with less 56 
contribution from internal sources such as instability of the magnetospheric plasma (Liu et al., 2009; 57 
Kessel, 2008).  They can migrate inwards to lower L shells and may accelerate electrons to relativistic 58 
energies via several proposed mechanisms.  For example, drift resonance interactions between seed 59 
electrons (in the hundreds of keV range) and toroidal ULF Pc5 waves may transport and energize the 60 
electrons by inward radial diffusion (Falthammar, 1965; Elkington et al., 1999; Hudson et al., 2000; 61 
Nakamura et al., 2002; Ukhorskiy et al., 2005) , although it has been found that the available ULF Pc5 62 
wave power necessary for this process drops off rapidly at lower L-shells (Mathie & Mann, 2001) and 63 
may decay further while the radiation belts are reforming following storms (Horne et al., 2005b).  In 64 
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addition, the peak of electron phase space density occurs near L-shell 4-5, indicating local acceleration in 65 
that location rather than transport from higher L-shells (Chen et al., 2006, Iles et al., 2006).  Besides this, 66 
modeling has shown that the observed rates of electron acceleration are faster than would be predicted 67 
by radial diffusion (Brautigam & Albert, 2000; Shprits et al., 2006).  This has led to doubts that radial 68 
diffusion processes are responsible for much of the flux increases in >1MeV electrons at 69 
geosynchronous orbit (O'Brien et al., 2003; Horne et al., 2005b).  Compressional ULF Pc5 waves may 70 
energize electrons through transit time damping (Summers & Ma, 2000b; Li et al., 2005; Clausen et al., 71 
2011), and poloidal ULF Pc5 waves may also play a role via magnetic pumping (Liu et al., 1999; Elkington 72 
et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2015; Shah et al., 2016).  There may also be nonresonant interactions with ULF 73 
Pc5 waves that accelerate electrons stochastically over shorter time scales, which could provide more 74 
rapid acceleration of electrons by ULF Pc5 waves (Shah et al., 2015; Ukhorskiy et al., 2009; Degeling et 75 
al., 2013). 76 
 77 
Whichever ULF Pc5-driven processes are at work, however, observations do show that ULF Pc5 waves 78 

are strongly correlated with flux increases at geosynchronous orbit (Rostoker et al., 1998; Mathie & 79 

Mann, 2000; O'Brien et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2004; Degtyarev et al., 2009; Borovsky & Denton, 2014; Su 80 

et al., 2015; Simms et al., 2016; Lam, 2017).  This is true even when other correlated predictors (ground-81 

observed VLF waves, substorms, and solar wind parameters) are controlled for in a multiple regression 82 

analysis, showing that the ULF Pc5 effect is not simply a statistical artifact of Pc5 waves increasing 83 

concurrently with other physical parameters that are responsible for electron acceleration (Simms et al., 84 

2014; 2016).  In fact, in Simms et al. (2016) the correlation with ULF Pc5 waves was quite a bit stronger 85 

than that with VLF waves, suggesting that ULF Pc5 waves are the dominant wave driving electron 86 

acceleration.  However, the ground-based VLF wave power used in these previous studies (from Halley, 87 

Antarctica) is known to be attenuated by trans-ionospheric propagation, particularly during summer 88 

months (Smith et al., 2010; Simms et al., 2015).  Thus, it may not be a good proxy for space-based VLF 89 

chorus activity, and this may have given more apparent weight to the ULF Pc5 influence.  90 

It should be mentioned that ULF Pc5 waves are also predicted to result in relativistic electron loss at 91 

geosynchronous orbit through outward radial diffusion during shock events (Degeling et al., 2008; 92 

Loto'aniu et al., 2010; Shprits et al., 2006; Ukhorskiy et al., 2009; 2015; Zong et al., 2012; Hudson et al., 93 

2014; Brautigam & Albert, 2000). 94 

1.2 VLF chorus waves 95 

Cyclotron resonance of electrons with VLF chorus waves is another possible acceleration process 96 
(Summers et al., 1998; Meredith et al., 2002; Li et al., 2005; Bortnik & Thorne, 2007; Summers et al., 97 
2007; Thorne et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2015).  VLF Chorus is thought to originate from unstable 98 
distributions of electrons (several - 100 keV) injected from the plasmasheet during substorm activity 99 
(Meredith et al., 2001; 2003a; Tsurutani & Smith, 1974; Li et al., 2009; Su et al., 2014; Rodger et al., 100 
2016), which follows increased solar wind speeds (Lyons et al., 2005).  As these VLF chorus waves can 101 
resonate with electrons of many different energies, they could locally accelerate seed population 102 
electrons up to relativistic energies, although this appears to be more likely under conditions of 103 
southward Bz (Miyoshi et al., 2013).  It has been postulated that these local acceleration processes (by 104 
both VLF chorus and ULF Pc5 waves) may be more important than radial diffusion (Thorne, 2010). 105 
 106 
Lower band VLF chorus waves (0.1-0.5 of the electron cyclotron frequency (fce)) are thought to interact 107 
more effectively with energetic electrons than those in the upper band (Horne & Thorne, 1998; 108 
Meredith et al., 2002).  In case studies using either ground or satellite data, higher intensity of lower 109 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2003GL018621/full#grl17621-bib-0014
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band VLF chorus waves has been observed during periods of increasing relativistic electron flux 110 
(Meredith et al., 2002, 2003a; Miyoshi et al., 2003; 2007; O'Brien et al., 2003; Spasojevic & Inan, 2005; 111 
Horne et al., 2005a; Iles et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2013; 2014).  The intensification 112 
of VLF waves during the reforming of the radiation belts, when ULF Pc5 waves are simultaneously at 113 
their most monochromatic, has led to the hypothesis that VLF waves must be the primary driver of 114 
electron acceleration (Baker et al, 2004; Horne et al., 2005b; Bortnik & Thorne, 2007).  Superposed 115 
epoch analyses also show higher levels of VLF chorus/whistler waves occurring with increased flux of 116 
energetic electrons (Smith et al., 2004 (Halley ground data); MacDonald et al., 2008 (proxy based on hot 117 
plasmasheet electron population); Li et al., 2014a, (proxy based on the ratio of the precipitated and 118 
trapped electron fluxes (30–100 keV))), but in a correlation analysis >2MeV electron flux was found to 119 
be less associated with VLF ground data than ULF Pc5 waves were (Simms et al., 2014; 2016).   This 120 
lower correlation of chorus in the last studies may be an indication that chorus waves not only 121 
accelerate electrons but also cause their precipitation into the ionosphere through pitch-angle 122 
scattering into the loss cone (Lorentzen et al., 2001; Bortnik & Thorne, 2007; Millan and Thorne 2007; 123 
Bortnik et al., 2006; Lam et al., 2010; Hikishima et al., 2010; Orlova and Shprits, 2010; Hendry et al., 124 
2012), particularly at higher latitudes (Horne & Thorne, 2003).  Oblique angled chorus waves could also 125 
reduce the seed electron population (Mourenas et al., 2016). Thus, the sum effect of chorus on flux 126 
levels, increases from acceleration and decreases from precipitation and reducing the seed population, 127 
could be modest overall.   128 
 129 
However, as mentioned in the previous section, the use of VLF ground data is problematic due to 130 
attenuation.  Proxy measures may also not be ideal.  A proxy could introduce spurious correlations into 131 
the analysis if the predicted variable (high energy electron flux) is also correlated with the basis of the 132 
proxy.  For example, the use of microburst precipitation data to infer VLF chorus activity confounds the 133 
direct measure of electron loss (precipitation) with the process that supposedly drives the loss (the 134 
chorus activity) (Lorentzen et al., 2001; O'Brien et al., 2003; 2004).  Thus there is no independent means 135 
of verifying that VLF chorus correlates with the precipitation that is being measured. 136 
 137 
A better approach to answering the question of whether ULF Pc5 or VLF chorus waves are the more 138 
important influence on flux would use satellite VLF data instead of proxies or ground data.  Although 139 
case studies show VLF chorus contributing to both acceleration and loss individually (Turner et al., 140 
2014), statistical correlational studies of the overall effect of chorus on flux using satellite data are 141 
scarce.  We address this issue by using VLF chorus wave observations from the DEMETER satellite 142 
(Berthelier et al., 2006) instead of ground VLF data or the proxy microburst data. 143 
 144 
 145 
1.3 EMIC Waves 146 

 147 
Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) Pc1 waves may cause precipitation of radiation belt electrons into 148 
the atmosphere through pitch angle scattering (Albert, 2003; Summers & Thorne, 2003; Usanova et al., 149 
2014; Clilverd et al., 2007; 2015; Engebretson et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2015).  EMIC waves may be 150 
driven by a ring current pitch angle anisotropy due to protons injected during storms and substorms 151 
(Jordanova et al. 2008).  They are more likely to occur during storms or periods of high solar wind 152 
pressure (Erlandson & Ukhorskiy, 2001; Halford et al., 2016; Usanova et al., 2012; Tetrick et al., 2017), 153 
being somewhat more likely in the main phase than recovery (Halford et al., 2010).  Many are observed 154 
in quiet times as well (Saikin et al., 2016; Tetrick et al., 2017).  Storms with high EMIC activity (as 155 
measured by a plasma proxy based on measurements from the LANL Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer)) 156 
show higher electron losses (Blum et al., 2009), and EMIC wave activity is often seen when precipitation 157 
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is occurring (Miyoshi et al., 2008; Rodger et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014b; Turner et al., 2014; Blum et al., 158 
2015; Gao et al., 2015).  EMIC waves may occur in both main phase and recovery (Fraser et al., 2010), 159 
but narrowband Pc1 waves are less likely to be seen by ground magnetometers during the main phase.  160 
In theory, EMIC waves will only precipitate electrons below 1–2MeV in areas with high plasma density 161 
(Jordanova et al., 2008).  Therefore, they would presumably have more influence in reducing the 162 
measured flux of ultrarelativistic electrons (> 2MeV).   In agreement with this, a strong energy 163 
dependence in electron depletion at L shells > 5 has been found (Bortnik et al., 2006), and the 164 
introduction of an EMIC parameter in the VERB model improves the model of these higher energy 165 
electrons (Drozdov et al., 2017).  However, Ukhorskiy et al. (2010) have calculated that EMIC waves 166 
should be capable of scattering electrons with energies down to 400 keV, with observations showing 167 
that EMIC-driven precipitation is quite common below 1 MeV (Hendry et al., 2017).  Additionally, 168 
broadband activity seen during the main phase of geomagnetic storms may also precipitate electrons 169 
(Engebretson et al., 2008). 170 
 171 
 172 
1.4 Other causes of electron dropouts 173 
 174 
There are other factors that could lead to temporary electron reductions or dropouts at geosynchronous 175 
orbit.  The "Dst effect" refers to the decrease in geosynchronous flux seen in the main phase of storms 176 
when the ring current increases and the magnetic field strength is reduced (Li et al., 1997; Kim & Chan, 177 
1997).  As particles move outward due to the weaker magnetic field, their energy decreases 178 
adiabatically (Onsager et al., 2002).  A second adiabatic process is the localized stretching of the 179 
magnetic field associated with substorms and increased solar wind pressure (Li et al., 1997).  This 180 
stretching may move the trapping boundary inward which results in dropouts of particle fluxes observed 181 
by satellites situated in geosynchronous orbit (Onsager et al., 2002).  Compression of the 182 
magnetosphere due to solar wind pressure can be intense enough that geosynchronous satellites are 183 
temporarily left outside the magnetosheath and therefore cannot "see" the radiation belt electrons 184 
(Dmitriev et al., 2014).  185 
 186 
In addition, compression of the magnetosphere may allow trapped particles to cross the magnetopause 187 
and be permanently lost through magnetopause shadowing (Onsager et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2013; 188 
Herrera et al., 2016; Xiang et al., 2017).  Although the adiabatic processes would allow flux to return to 189 
its pre-storm level when conditions relax back to less disturbed levels, magnetopause shadowing results 190 
in permanent loss of these particles.  Simulations and satellite observations suggest that depletion due 191 
to movement of the magnetopause may be considerable and can be induced by either pressure spikes 192 
or southward Bz (Yu et al., 2013; Bortnik et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2013; Morley et al., 2010; Hudson et 193 
al., 2014; Turner et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2015).  However, fluxes may also be enhanced when increased 194 
pressure and southward Bz occur simultaneously (Ni et al., 2016) or when southward Bz is combined 195 
with higher solar wind number density (Boynton et al., 2016).  Magnetic shock events (increased IMF 196 
magnitude: |B|) can produce electric fields which accelerate electrons (Foster et al., 2015), and 197 
compression itself may lead to an electric field impulse which causes inward electron transport (Halford 198 
et al., 2015). Thus, while either pressure or the IMF could represent the degree to which magnetopause 199 
shadowing is occurring, these variables may also result in enhancement of flux. 200 
 201 
 202 
1.5 Upstream drivers of wave activity 203 
 204 
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Ultimately, the energy that drives the waves investigated in this study comes from the solar wind and 205 
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).  ULF Pc5 waves are correlated with a variety of these external 206 
factors (e.g., Simms et al., 2010; 2016; Thorne, 2010; Claudepierre et al., 2008; Ukhorskiy et al., 2006; 207 
Degeling 2014; Mann et al., 2004; Paulikas and Blake, 1979) and are thought to be responding to 208 
geomagnetic activity driven by solar input (Walker, 1981; Cahill et al., 1990; Kepko & Spence, 2003; Tan 209 
et al., 2011).  VLF chorus waves may be excited by cyclotron resonance with anisotropic plasmasheet 210 
electrons (several keV- 100 keV) injected during substorms (Anderson & Maeda, 1977; Hwang et al., 211 
2007; Tsurutani & Smith, 1977; Li et al., 2013; Meredith et al., 2001; 2003a; Turner et al., 2015; Kissinger 212 
et al., 2014; Rodger et al., 2016) when the IMF is pointing southward (Miyoshi et al., 2013).  Substorms 213 
and subsequent particle injections are themselves a result of increased solar wind driving (McPherron et 214 
al., 2009; Lyons et al., 2005).  EMIC waves are also correlated with increased geomagnetic activity driven 215 
by solar wind conditions (Saikin et al., 2016; Anderson & Hamilton, 1993; Halford et al., 2010; Erlandson 216 
& Ukhorskiy, 2001; Usanova et al., 2012).  These external influences are themselves highly correlated 217 
with each other (e.g., Borovsky, 2018).  For this reason, various coupling factors have been proposed to 218 
model the transfer of energy between the solar wind and the magnetosphere (Newell et al., 2006).  We 219 
briefly explore two simpler ones in this paper: -vBs and Ey, however, the inclusion of these factors 220 
individually (V or Bz) in a single analysis (e.g., multiple regression) may preclude the addition of these 221 
coupling factors.   222 
 223 
1.6 Substorm influences 224 
Substorms not only provide the so-called "source" electrons (several keV-100keV) whose anisotropies 225 
drive VLF chorus wave intensifications, they also inject the seed electrons (several hundreds of keV) that 226 
are accelerated to relativistic energies (Miyoshi et al., 2013; Jaynes et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2014; 227 
2015; Tang et al., 2017).  Without this injection, there will be no electrons to accelerate to high energies.  228 
Thus, substorm activity, and injection, is an essential element in increased high energy electron fluxes 229 
and no large flux enhancements are seen when substorm and lower-band chorus activity are low 230 
(Meredith et al., 2003a).  231 
 232 
1.7 Analysis approach 233 

This balance between processes that accelerate electrons, those that provide the seed electrons, and 234 

those that lead to loss or transport of high energy electrons should be considered simultaneously when 235 

building models of high-energy electron flux levels.  Simple correlations do not give an accurate 236 

description of the effect of each on flux because this type of analysis does not account for correlation 237 

between predictors (Simms et al., 2014).  Nor does correlation analysis give the relationship between 238 

variables, as it only provides information on the amount of scatter around the underlying relationship.  239 

Linear regression analysis, on the other hand, also gives the slope of the line describing the relationship 240 

between dependent and independent variables, as well as information on how well that line fits the 241 

data.  An extension of linear regression is multiple regression, in which more than one predictor variable 242 

can be used to predict the outcome variable.  This is a useful technique to apply when there are several 243 

possible predictors.  The multiple regression analysis can provide information on the relative influence 244 

of each parameter on the outcome, as well as correct for the possible overlap in correlation that each 245 

predictor has with the dependent variable.  Thus, multiple regression gives us the independent 246 

contribution from each predictor relative to other predictors, corrected for its possible association with 247 

other parameters (Neter et al., 1985).  248 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/grl.50787/full#grl50787-bib-0001
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Neural network analysis may be used to produce models similar to those obtained by regression 249 

(O'Brien & McPherron, 2003), however regression is better able to assess the relative influence of the 250 

explanatory variables (reported via the regression coefficients) on the modelled response variable.  In 251 

addition, regression is better suited to prediction of quantitative response variables (e.g., flux) while 252 

neural networks model probabilities of categorical responses.  Regression analysis is also similar to the 253 

multi-correlation method used by Borovsky (2017) which uses linear combinations of variables.  254 

However, the robustness of regression analysis and its ability to produce models that represent the data 255 

well and without bias has been more thoroughly explored as a standard technique of statistical analysis 256 

over many years.  The multi-correlation of linear combinations with the final choice made by an 257 

"evolutionary" method is perhaps more properly classified as a subset of regression selection techniques 258 

(e.g., backward elimination, stepwise regression, etc.).  However, automatic selection techniques (neural 259 

network analysis may also be classified as such) do have drawbacks in that the "best" selected model 260 

may have little relationship to physical processes (Derksen & Keselman, 1992; Harrell, 2015).  For this 261 

reason, we build our models "by hand", considering first those physical processes that we believe have 262 

direct influences on electron levels ("internal" effects), separately considering the drivers of these 263 

internal processes ("external" effects), and then comparing the influences of both internal and external 264 

effects in the final model.   265 

Previous work using cross correlations has shown that ULF Pc5 waves are most effective at predicting 266 
relativistic electron flux 2-3 days later (Mann et al., 2004; Kozyreva et al., 2007; Lam, 2017; Regi et al., 267 
2015).  Solar wind velocity has its highest correlation with flux at a two day lag (Kozyreva et al., 2007; 268 
Boynton et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2017), and substorms show their most influence on flux at a 1-3 day lag 269 
(Forsyth et al., 2016).  However, as the level of these parameters in each time period is often highly 270 
correlated with their level in nearby time periods, a comparison of simple correlations at each lag may 271 
hide important patterns.  High correlations between observations at successive time steps could give the 272 
impression that a predictor acts over long periods of time, however it may only be influential during one 273 
particular time step.  A distributed lag regression model extends the multiple regression model to the 274 
case where many lags of the predictor variable are entered simultaneously (Almon, 1965).  With this 275 
approach, we can determine if all lags are important in predicting the dependent variable, or just a few. 276 
 277 
However, one complication with using statistical analyses like regression on time series data is that 278 
correlation between time steps of the dependent variable can inflate significance tests.   Each time 279 
step's measurement is not an independent observation.  As electron flux changes little from day to day, 280 
we must correct for this problem by introducing previous day's flux as an autoregressive (AR) term 281 
(Simms et al., 2016).  Electron persistence has also been tested and compared to more complicated 282 
models developed with a neural network procedure (O'Brien & McPherron, 2003) and incorporated into 283 
forecast models using solar wind parameters as well as waves to predict flux (Ukhorskiy et al., 2004; 284 
Kellerman et al., 2013; Sakaguchi et al., 2015; Borovsky, 2017). 285 
 286 
The regression equations we test have both distributed lag terms (the value of the predictor variable 287 

over several time steps) as well as an autoregressive term (the value of the electron flux on the previous 288 

time step).  For a single predictor (Pred), with flux measured at time t and all lags up to s included, the 289 

model is a linear equation: 290 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑡 =  𝑏0  + 𝑏𝐴𝑅 ×  𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑡−1 +  ∑ 𝑏𝑖

𝑠

𝑖=0

 ×  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑡−𝑠                                                      (1) 
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where each b is a regression coefficient: the b0 being a constant term, the bAR the coefficient associated 291 

with the autoregression of flux on itself one time step earlier and each bi the coefficient associated with 292 

each time step of the predictor.  Adding to the complexity, each of the processes acting on flux is 293 

associated with its own drivers, some of which may account for a portion of the flux response 294 

independently as well.   295 

In our analyses, we first perform distributed lag, autoregressive models using single variables to predict 296 

log10 relativistic electron flux.  From this, we determine at which lags the predictors act most strongly.  297 

We then analyze three wave types (ULF Pc5, VLF lower band chorus, and EMIC waves) at several lags in 298 

one regression model to compare their relative influences.  Following this, we add "upstream" 299 

parameters that are thought to drive wave activity, several of which may be proxies for effects such as 300 

magnetopause shadowing. 301 

 302 

2. Data and Methods 303 

For the years 2005-2009, we use daily averaged log electron fluxes from the Los Alamos National 304 
Laboratory (LANL) satellites in geosynchronous orbit (Reeves et al., 2011).  We use four energy channels 305 
of relativistic electrons measured by the Energetic Spectrometer for Particles (ESP) instrument (0.7-1.8, 306 
1.8-3.5, 3.5-6.0, and 6.0-7.8 MeV; log10(electrons/(cm2/s/sr/keV)) and two lower energy channels 307 
measured by the Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzer (SOPA) instrument (source electron flux at 31.7 308 
keV and seed electron flux at 270 keV in the same units as above). Daily averaged ULF Pc5 wave power 309 
was obtained from a ground-based ULF Pc5 index covering local times 0500 – 1500 in the Pc5 range (2-7 310 
mHz) obtained from magnetometers stationed at 60-70° N CGM (Corrected GeoMagnetic) latitude 311 
(Kozyreva et al., 2007).  This index includes both ULF Pc5 waves and turbulence in the ULF Pc5 range 312 
(Romanova et al., 2007).  VLF lower band chorus (log10(μV2/m2/Hz)) daily-averaged intensity (0.1 - 0.5 313 
fce, the electron cyclotron frequency) was obtained from the ICE (Instrument Champ Electrique) on the 314 
Demeter satellite (Berthelier et al., 2006).  As this was a low-Earth orbit satellite focused on low latitude 315 
regions, most observations occurred in L shells 1-4.  We use L = 4 (4.0-4.99), the highest L shell in which 316 
there is good data coverage, averaged over the dayside passes of the satellite (LT 10:30).  We use 317 
dayside chorus because it is found over a broader range of latitudes than nightside chorus and is not as 318 
influenced by geomagnetic activity (Tsurutani & Smith, 1977; Li et al., 2009, Thorne et al., 2010).  All of 319 
these datasets represent only a sample of overall global activity as satellites can only sample one small 320 
area of the magnetosphere at a time. 321 
 322 
In addition, we obtained IMF Bz component, IMF magnetic field magnitude |B|, Dst, and solar wind 323 

velocity (V), number density (N), -VBz (Ey – electric field), and pressure from the Omniweb database.  324 

We use daily averages of all but Bz for which we use the fraction of hours per day with southward Bz.  325 

We also calculated -VBs by multiplying the hourly average of V and -Bz, setting negative (northward Bz) 326 

values to 0, and averaging over each day.  327 

EMIC wave power data was obtained from the induction coil magnetometer located at the Halley, 328 

Antarctica BAS ground station at L shell 4.6.  We use the number of hours per day at which there was 329 

high EMIC activity (> 10-3 nT2 Hz) in the <1 Hz band.  Only narrowband activity was included.  The use of 330 

only one ground station may mean that we underestimate EMIC wave occurrence and its effectiveness 331 

in our models (Keika et al., 2013; Saikin et al., 2015).   332 
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We use the number of substorms per day from the SuperMAG substorm list (Gjerloev, 2012). 333 

Analyses are performed for each of the four relativistic electron flux channels separately, using daily 334 
averages of the predictors.  We use a variety of techniques to explore the relationship between 335 
predictors and relativistic electron flux.  Distributed lag models, which enter all lags of a predictor into a 336 
multiple regression analysis, compare effects of each lag while other lags are controlled for.   Each 337 
lagged variable is the predictor measured in the days preceding the flux measurement.  We choose the 338 
most statistically significant lags from 0 to 5 days to use in multiple regression models including more 339 
than one predictor.  We consider two submodels.  The first is an internal effects model including ULF 340 
Pc5, VLF chorus, and EMIC waves together with seed electrons and Dst.  We include lag 0 solar wind 341 
pressure and |B| as covariates to account for  magnetopause shadowing and possibly for the 342 
compression of the radiation belts below the geosynchronous altitude of the LANL satellites.  "Lag 0" 343 
measures predictors on the same day as the high energy electron flux. The second submodel is an 344 
external effects model including Bz, V, substorms, and source electrons, as well as three lags (0-2 days) 345 
of pressure and |B|, all of which are thought to drive the wave activity or seed electron fluxes.    Finally, 346 
we perform several regression models including all variables (except N) using a) pressure, |B|, and Dst 347 
at lag 0 (representing compression and the "Dst effect"), and other variables at lag 1 day, and b) using 348 
the strongest lag of each variable at each energy level from the submodels. We report the standardized 349 
regression coefficients in the figures to compare magnitude of effects.  The unstandardized coefficients 350 
are dependent on measurement scales of the predictors and therefore cannot be compared directly.  351 
The unstandardized coefficients, however, could be used to predict flux from a different dataset (Simms 352 
et al., 2014; 2016).  We report these for use in future data-driven modelling efforts (Table 1).  353 
Statistically significant regression coefficients (p-value < .05) are generally represented as dark bars in 354 
the figures (the exception being Figure 2).  Statistically significant effects at this p-value (< 0.05) mean 355 
that we have confidence that there is an actual association between the variables.  Non-significant 356 
results (>0.05) mean we do not have evidence for correlation between parameters.  The p-value gives 357 
the probability that the null hypothesis is true (i.e., no association) given the distribution of the data.  358 
Thus, a low p-value gives us reason to reject the null hypothesis and accept that there is an association 359 
between variables (Neter et al., 1985).  The setting of 0.05 as the arbitrary level for statistical 360 
significance is well established (e.g., Cowles and Davis, 1982 for a historical perspective). 361 
 362 
The addition of several correlated predictors to a regression model can result in high multicollinearity 363 

among the variables which increases variance of the regression coefficients.  This increased variance 364 

may be problematic as it makes the coefficients unstable and therefore harder to interpret.  For this 365 

reason, we check the variance inflation factor (VIF) statistic for each regression.  A VIF=1 means the 366 

predictor variables are not at all correlated, while VIF>10 suggests that the issues may be severe enough 367 

to require correction (Neter et al., 1985).  For all parameters in all models presented, VIF are less than 368 

10 except for the lag 1 of solar wind velocity (V) in the external-effects model which was 13.   This 369 

suggests that interpretations of the solar wind velocity correlations are less certain when many lags of V 370 

are included.  When only one lag is chosen, we avoid this problem.  In the multivariable models, Ey, and   371 

-VBs were dropped from the analyses because of multicollinearity.  When either Ey or -VBs were 372 

included, V had VIF values greater than 20.   Similarly, the strong interdependence of N with pressure 373 

resulted in VIF values of both N and pressure being greater than 20.  For this reason, we include both N 374 

and P only in the final model, with N and P at different lags  375 

Statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics, IDL, and MATLAB. 376 
 377 
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3. Results 378 

3.1 Distributed lag models 379 

Due to high correlations between lags of a single predictor, simple cross correlations may attribute more 380 

influence to each lag than is valid.  To determine which lags are most important, we perform a series of 381 

distributed lag models in which all lags of a given predictor are analyzed simultaneously.  Following this, 382 

we also introduce an autoregressive (AR) term to account for the high persistence of electron flux. 383 

Single parameter distributed lag models, where lags 0-5 are entered in one multiple regression model 384 

but there is no autoregressive (AR) term, show similar patterns to cross correlations found in previous 385 

studies (Figure 2, light gray bars). Bar heights show the regression coefficients (not correlations).  Peak 386 

influence in these non-autoregressive models is at lags 1-2 days but the fall off over time is slow.  This is 387 

likely to be due to the persistence of relativistic electrons.  A predictor at lag 5 days, for example, may 388 

have acted on flux 5 days previous. That action is still being seen because once electrons are 389 

accelerated, they tend to remain at that energy in the radiation belts.   390 

When the autoregressive term is introduced (Figure 2, bars outlined in black), the response changes 391 

markedly.  Peak influence for most parameters is then at lag 0-1 days and influence drops off 392 

dramatically at longer lags.  Where all lags of a predictor are entered simultaneously into a multiple 393 

regression model (and the autoregressive flux term is added), ULF Pc5, VLF chorus, number of 394 

substorms, and solar wind velocity all correlate positively with all flux channels at lag 1 (predictor 395 

measured one day previous to flux) (letter a), although solar wind velocity (V) shows a negative effect at 396 

lag 2 (b).  Many parameters show a negative influence on flux at lag 0 (nowcast).  Lag 2 ULF Pc5 and VLF 397 

chorus are more modestly correlated with flux (c), although the lag 2 days influence grows as the lag 1 398 

day influence drops at the higher flux energies (3.5-6.0 and 6.0-7.8 MeV, d), suggesting that it takes an 399 

extra day for these mechanisms to produce higher energy electrons.  However, the influences of further 400 

lags drop off much more quickly than they do in simple cross correlations.  Pressure, |B| , and number 401 

density all show a strong negative effect at lag 0 (presumably due to compression, e) with positive 402 

correlation at lags 1 and/or 2 (f). Dst shows a strong negative effect at lag 1 (g), suggesting the action of 403 

magnetopause shadowing.  However, as will be shown later, this appears not to be the case.  The 404 

influence of the electric field (Ey = -V × Bz) is very similar to the influence of Bz alone. 405 

For the single predictor, multiple lag regressions of Figure 2, all VIF are less than 3, except for the solar 406 

wind velocity (V) regression where VIF is <10 for all lags.  This suggests that interpretations of the V 407 

regression are less certain, but the variance inflation caused by the high correlation of V with itself on 408 

subsequent days is not high enough to warrant correction.   409 

 410 

3.2 Multivariable regression models  411 

We further investigate the relative influence of variables by analyzing models with several variables 412 

included at a time.  This allows a comparison of relative strength of influence, as well as the 413 

determination whether certain variables only show correlations with flux because of their association 414 

with other variables.   415 
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For these analyses, we limit lags to 0-2 as lags>2 in the single variable distributed lag models were less 416 

important.  We break the variables into two sets: internal and external effects.  The internal effects are 417 

those parameters thought to have a direct effect on flux, the wave activity (ULF Pc5, VLF chorus, and 418 

EMIC), availability of seed electrons, Dst (acting through the "Dst effect"), and solar wind pressure and 419 

|B| (which are thought to compress the radiation belts inside the orbit of geosynchronous satellites 420 

leading to lower observed flux).  External effects are the parameters thought to act indirectly by 421 

modulating the internal effects.  These include Bz and solar wind velocity and number density (V and N) 422 

which introduce driving energy into the magnetosphere, as well as substorms which are dependent on 423 

these parameters and may mediate the conversion of this driving energy into wave activity.  Models that 424 

included pressure, Ey, or -VBs together with N, V, or Bz resulted in high multicollinearity between the 425 

variables.  We therefore did not include Ey or -VBs in these models, and only included pressure when N 426 

and V were not present, or when it was at a different lag from N and V. 427 

3.2.1 Internal effects predictor set  428 

First, we compare effects of internal predictors – those processes that are thought to influence flux 429 

directly.  This includes the three wave types (ULF Pc5, VLF chorus, and EMIC) as well as the available 430 

seed electrons (Figure 3) at lags 0-2 (s), as well as pressure and |B|at lag 0 (t) to represent the 431 

compression of the magnetosphere.  This autoregressive, distributed lag model can be represented as: 432 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑡 = 𝑏0  +  𝑏𝐴𝑅 ×  𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑡−1 +  𝑏𝑃  ×  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡  +  𝑏|𝐵|  ×  |𝐵|𝑡  +  ∑ 𝑏𝑖 𝑈𝐿𝐹

𝑠

𝑖 𝑈𝐿𝐹=0

 

×  𝑈𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑐5𝑡−𝑠     +  ∑ 𝑏𝑖 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑠

𝑠

𝑖 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑠=0

 ×  𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡−𝑠 +  ∑ 𝑏𝑖 𝐸𝑀𝐼𝐶

𝑠

𝑖 𝐸𝑀𝐼𝐶=0

 

×  𝐸𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑡−𝑠                                                                                 (2)     

 433 

The standardized regression coefficients show that ULF Pc5 wave activity increases flux on the same day 434 

(lag 0) with less effect on the next day (lag 1) (dark gray bars are statistically significant effects).  At a 2 435 

day lag, only the highest energy channel shows a significant increase in flux associated with ULF Pc5 (a).   436 

VLF chorus waves increase flux on the same day at the lowest three energies (b), and act positively at all 437 

energies at lag 1 (c).  Chorus shows no significant influence on flux at lag 2; the effects of VLF chorus do 438 

not appear to build up over time to the same extent that the ULF Pc5 effect does.  The magnitude of the 439 

ULF Pc5 and chorus influences are similar, although ULF Pc 5 dominates on lag 0 day.  Conversely, EMIC 440 

waves are most negatively influential at lag 1 (d), with their strongest effects at the higher energy levels 441 

(e).  Their effect is lower in magnitude than ULF Pc5 or VLF chorus.  Seed electron flux is most influential 442 

at the lower energy channels, with lag 0 being most important at the lowest energy (f), the lag 1 443 

influence rising in importance (g), then seed flux losing influence entirely at the highest energy channel 444 

(h).   445 

The negative pressure effect at lag 0 (the compression effect) is similar for all energies, although |B|  446 

influence drops off slightly at the highest energies.  The "Dst effect", in which particles lose energy and 447 

are lost as they move outward when the ring current reduces the magnetic field, appears to act 448 

immediately at lag 0 (i) with some influence at lag 2 days (j).  The positive coefficient at these lags (0 and 449 

2) means that higher flux occurs with a weaker Dst, lower flux with a stronger Dst, as would be predicted 450 
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if a stronger ring current leads to adiabatic electron loss.  When the Dst is stronger (more negative), the 451 

magnetic field is weaker (due to the stronger ring current), and electron energy is reduced.  The 452 

negative effect of Dst at lag 1 (k) indicates that a stronger (more negative) Dst leads to increased flux.  453 

This would contradict the prediction made by the "Dst effect", however, it may be explained as an 454 

artifact of Dst's correlation with other processes that raise flux levels at this lag.  The lag 0 "Dst effect" is 455 

less visible in Figure 2 than in Figure 3.  It appears to be more visible when other variables are accounted 456 

for as they are in Figure 3.  457 

At lag 1 and 2, the regression coefficients of ULF Pc5, VLF chorus, and EMIC waves, and seed electron 458 

flux are similar in direction but with magnitudes about 1/3 – 1/2 of those seen in the single predictor 459 

distributed lag models of Figure 2.  This indicates that some of the effect of each seen in the single 460 

variable model is actually due to these other correlated factors.  The pressure and |B| coefficients are 461 

nearly the same in both the single variable models and these combined models.  Thus, the effect of 462 

compression is independent of the other variables at geostationary orbit.  The negative effects of ULF 463 

Pc5 and VLF chorus at lag 0 seen in the single variable distributed lag models (Figure 2) but not in this 464 

internal effects combined model (Figure 3) are likely the result of this compression which has now been 465 

accounted for by adding pressure and IMF magnitude (|B|) to the model.  466 

The autoregressive component (lag 1 of relativistic electron flux) was also included in these Figure 3 467 

models, but is not shown in the figures.  Its standardized regression coefficient varied from .797-.920.     468 

The fraction of variability in the data explained by a model can be measured by R2 (the coefficient of 469 

determination or prediction efficiency).  This is roughly equivalent to the square of the correlation 470 

coefficient in simple regression and can be used to compare models (R2 ranges from 0 to a high of 1).  471 

For these internal effects models the R2 values were: 0.901 (0.7 – 1.8 MeV), 0.901 (1.8 – 3.5 MeV), 0.916 472 

(3.5 – 6.0 MeV), and 0.810 (6.0 – 7.8 MeV).  The square roots of these (comparable to correlations) were 473 

0.95, 0.95, 0.96, and 0.90.  Even without the introduction of external effects, the correlations of these 474 

distributed lag autoregressive models are high.  475 

 476 

3.2.2  External effects predictor set 477 

A similar analysis for  external effects (Bz, |B|, V, N, substorms, and source electron flux (31.7 keV)) is 478 

shown in Figure 4.  Bz (percent of hours which are below 0 in a 24 h period) is less influential than the 479 

other parameters, but this may be due to the use of hourly averages.  The hourly averages may miss the 480 

strong and quick southward turns that are thought to influence flux.   Compared to the other solar wind 481 

parameters (V and N), Bz shows only a moderate influence at lag 0.  However, this is not evidence of 482 

magnetopause shadowing (a direct effect) as the influence is positive.  The positive correlation means 483 

that more southward Bz increases flux instead of decreasing it as would be predicted by the 484 

magnetopause shadowing hypothesis.   485 

The anticipated negative effect is instead seen in the N and |B| regression coefficients as the arrival of 486 

the shock compresses the radiation belts.  V is most strongly correlated with flux at  lag 1. Correlations 487 

of V and N with flux are presumably the result of these parameters driving other processes such as wave 488 

generation or intermediaries such as substorms or source electrons.  Of these intermediate processes, 489 

substorms are more influential than source electron flux.  The intermediate substorm effect, however, is 490 
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generally lower than that of V itself.  This suggests that the direct driving of internal effects (wave 491 

activity) by V is at least as important as the driving through intermediaries such as substorms.  492 

Initially, we included either the -VBs coupling function or the solar wind electric field (Ey) in these 493 

external effects models.  However, the variance inflation factor (VIF) of V was >20 in these models, 494 

suggesting severe problems of multicollinearity.  Multicollinearity was also high when pressure was 495 

included.  With pressure (a multiplicative factor of N and V) in the model, variance inflation factors of N, 496 

V, and pressure were all >10.   497 

The fraction of variation explained by these external effects models was similar to that of the internal 498 

effects models: 0.886, 0.895, 0.903, and 0.808 for the four energies, respectively.  This would 499 

correspond to correlations of 0.94, 0.95, 0.95, and 0.90.  Either internal or external effects models, 500 

therefore, would provide a similar fit to the data. 501 

Our initial attempt to add Ey and -VBs to the external effects models, which resulted in high 502 

multicollinearity, did not result in higher R2 (coefficient of determination, see above).  The R2 of the 503 

autoregressive external effects models without Ey or -VBs ranged from 0.808-0.903.  When either -VBs 504 

or Ey were added to the models, the R2 increased, at most, by .001.  When we replaced V by either -VBs 505 

or Ey, the R2 dropped to .807-.897 (a drop of .001-.010).  Similarly, adding pressure to the external 506 

effects models (in addition to N and V) resulted in at most a .006 increase in R2.  Substituting pressure 507 

for N and V resulted in an R2 of .805-.897, a drop of .003-.010. Thus, the parameters derived from other 508 

parameters (Ey, -VBs, and pressure) have somewhat less explanatory value than the measured 509 

parameters of V, N, and Bz.  Additionally, adding these terms derived by multiplying V, N, or Bz results in 510 

models with multicollinearity problems.  Multiplicative coupling functions such as these postulate a 511 

synergistic effect of the measured variables.  Pressure, for example, would describe the response of flux 512 

to a multiplicative interaction between V and N, while including only V and N in the model describes an 513 

additive response of flux to the two variables.  We explore these relationships further in the companion 514 

paper, but in a model with fewer variables and lags so as to reduce multicollinearity problems. 515 

 516 

3.2.3 All parameter regression 517 

The analyses presented in Figures 3 and 4 presume that either the set of waves and seed electrons, or 518 

that the set of solar wind parameters, substorms, and source electrons can be used independently to 519 

predict high energy electron flux.  This may be true if solar wind parameters transfer all the necessary 520 

energy to the waves and seed electrons which then drive the high energy electron flux.  However, solar 521 

wind parameters, substorms, and source electrons may drive more than the processes we study here.  522 

This can be tested by including all parameters in the same regression model.  This will test what effect 523 

each variable has on its own, uncoupled from correlations with the other drivers of flux.  The 524 

standardized regression coefficients of this model allow us to compare the magnitude of effects (Figure 525 

5).    526 

We use lag 0 pressure and |B| as measures of the compression, as well as lag 0 Dst because it showed 527 

the most "Dst effect" in Figure 3.   We test the lag 1 of all the other variables.    Again, we use an 528 

autoregressive term (lag 1 log10 flux) but this is not shown in the figure.  Its standardized regression 529 

coefficient was between 0.724- 0.892.  The R2 of these models for the four energy channels ranged from 530 
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0.817-.905, with the square root of the R2 (corresponding to a correlation coefficient) therefore ranging 531 

from 0.90-0.95.    532 

Pressure and |B| at lag 0 retain their strong influence in these full models, indicating that the temporary 533 

reduction in flux measurements that may be due to compression of the radiation belts below the 534 

satellites is present at all energy levels, no matter what other explanatory variables are in the model.  535 

However, the negative effect of pressure at lag 0 may also include the signature of magnetopause 536 

shadowing.  We cannot tell if the effect is due to temporary compression of the magnetosphere or if it is 537 

more permanent electron loss due to magnetopause shadowing.   538 

The "Dst effect" (Dst at lag 0, thought to be associated with the temporary adiabatic loss of energy in 539 

the electrons) loses most of its influence in the full parameter model of Figure 5.  It is a significant factor 540 

at only one energy level, where it shows less than half the effect of compression.  (The Dst coefficients, 541 

reflecting lower flux levels, are positive because stronger (negative) Dst results in lower flux.)  The "Dst 542 

effect", therefore, does not appear to be a major influence on flux levels.  Thus, the evidence for the 543 

action of the "Dst effect" is weak.  544 

 Bz, N, and substorms show similar effects in the full model to those shown in the external effects only 545 

model, although the V influence is not significant at the lower three energies.  The Bz still has less 546 

influence than other variables,  substorms still show a strong positive effect, and N shows a negative 547 

effect.  That substorms continue to correlate with relativistic electron flux suggests that there are 548 

further processes they drive that accelerate or transport electrons into geosynchronous orbit.    549 

Source electron flux in the full model only shows a significant negative effect at the highest energy.  As 550 

we include VLF chorus in this model, which is driven by source electrons, the source electron effect  551 

seen  in the external effects model (Figure 4) may be completely due to chorus waves driven by the 552 

source electrons. 553 

ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus again show similar magnitudes of effect at the three lower energy channels.  554 

Although ULF Pc5 shows a strong influence in the internal effects model at the highest energy channel, 555 

in the full regression model its influence drops close to zero.  The introduction of Bz, V,and substorms 556 

into the full model may explain this loss of influence, as this is the energy at which these three 557 

parameters show the most influence.  This would imply that the stronger correlation of ULF Pc5 with the 558 

highest energy flux in the internal effects model is a spurious correlation related to some other process 559 

which is driven by Bz, V, and substorms, but which is also highly correlated with ULF Pc5 waves.   560 

The negative EMIC effect increases in influence at higher electron energies.  .  Seed electron flux is still 561 

strongly influential on the lower energy channels but now shows a negative impact at the higher energy 562 

levels. 563 

Unstandardized regression coefficients for the model of Figure 5 are reported in Table 1.  The 564 

unstandardized coefficients could be used in a model to predict flux levels in a novel data set (e.g., see 565 

Equation 2).  The fraction of variation explained by the model (R2 or prediction efficiency), its square 566 

root (correlation), and the effect of the autoregressive term (relativistic electron flux at lag 1) are also 567 

reported. 568 

 569 
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4. Discussion 570 

There are a variety of proposed mechanisms for acceleration, transport, and loss of relativistic electrons 571 

at geosynchronous orbit (Figure 1).  Using multiple regression analysis, we have presented a comparison 572 

of the strength of several of these proposed processes by investigating the relationship between flux 573 

and the combined action of wave activity, pressure, solar wind velocity and number density, magnetic 574 

field strength, substorms, and the presence of lower energy electrons.  As we analyze these in 575 

combination, their relative influences can be directly compared.  Our analyses also assess the time scale 576 

over which each of these drivers operate, giving insight into whether short or long-acting mechanisms 577 

are responsible for observed flux levels.   578 

Because each predictor of relativistic electron flux is correlated with itself from one day to the next, and 579 

because the high persistence of flux means that an action by a driver on a previous day will have long 580 

lasting effects, a simple cross correlation analysis may not single out the times at which a predictor's 581 

action is highest.  Adding an autoregressive term (flux one day previous) was even more effective at 582 

unmasking the most influential lags of predictors.  The high persistence of flux gives the impression that 583 

drivers act over many days, but this is an illusion based on the fact that flux levels can remain fairly 584 

constant after the initial acceleration.  The introduction of the autoregressive term restricts the action of 585 

a variable to immediate effects.  An additional reason for including the autoregressive term is that a 586 

regression model with high autocorrelation in the dependent variable may lead to unreliable statistical 587 

tests.  The AR term eliminates this problem.  An autoregressive-distributed lag model, which is able to 588 

analyze each lag separately by combining them into one analysis and account for the persistence of flux, 589 

shows that parameter effects are limited, for the most part, to 1-2 days.   590 

Predictors are also correlated with each other and an apparent influence of one variable may only be 591 

due to its correlation with another that is the actual driver.  Simple correlation includes all these effects 592 

in a single number and is thus not very useful at determining which parameter, at which lag, is most 593 

influential.  Separating lags in the distributed lag models and then separating variables in the combined 594 

regression gives the action of each predictor independent of the others and independent of itself at 595 

different lags.  By using standardized regression coefficients, we can compare the strength of effects 596 

between parameters despite different measurement scales.   597 

We attempted, in a preliminary investigation, to use rough time-integrated variables as predictors (i.e., 598 

averaging over different numbers of days).  We did discover that correlations of these averages 599 

("integrated values") were higher with high energy flux, however, this method resulted in a loss of 600 

information about which time lag was most important and therefore, which physical processes might be 601 

most important.  Although this method has been used previously to create models of the relationship 602 

between many variables and flux (Borovsky & Denton, 2014; Borovsky, 2017), we were able to acquire 603 

more precise information about the timing of effects with distributed lag models.  604 

We analyzed internal effects using only lags 0-2 (current day to two days previous -- the most significant 605 

lags in the single variable models).  In this model, ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus waves are hypothesized to 606 

accelerate seed electrons, while EMIC wave activity decreases flux through precipitation.  Pressure and 607 

|B| at lag 0 are added as covariates to account for the temporary drop in observed flux due to the 608 

compression of the radiation belts inside the orbits of the geosynchronous satellites.  The "Dst effect", 609 

where electrons temporarily lose energy adiabatically due to a weaker magnetic field (Li et al., 1997; 610 

Kim & Chan, 1997; Onsager et al., 2002) is tested by introducing Dst as a term.  All entered variables 611 
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showed some influence on flux at at least one time lag and energy level, demonstrating that each has an 612 

independent influence.   613 

External effects (solar wind velocity, pressure, hours of southward Bz, and average |B|) were tested to 614 
determine how the introduction of energy into the magnetosphere correlates with flux.  The presumed 615 
action of these factors is to increase wave activity either directly (e.g., ULF Pc5 waves by the Kelvin-616 
Helmholtz instability (Claudepierre et al., 2008)) or indirectly (e.g., via enhanced substorm activity which 617 
injects source electrons which subsequently drive VLF chorus waves (Meredith et al., 2001; 2003a;  618 
Tsurutani & Smith, 1974; Li et al., 2009)).   619 
 620 
The fractions of variation in the data explained (R2) by the separate internal and external effects models 621 
were similar to each other, ranging from 0.808 – 0.918 (correlation of 0.90 – 0.96), with the lowest 622 
predictive ability from the highest energy flux model.  If the goal is merely to provide a reasonably 623 
accurate predictive model, either the internal or the external effects models would be excellent 624 
candidates.  However, the internal effects models presumably give us more information about the 625 
physical drivers of flux. 626 
 627 
In our final models, we included all internal and external effect predictor sets, as well as intermediary 628 

substorms and source electrons, to more completely study the relative influences of each.  We 629 

presented a model with adiabatic/compression effects at lag 0 and other effects at lag 1 day.   The R2 of 630 

these full models ranged from 0.817 to 0.905, the lowest being that for the highest energy electrons 631 

(correlations ranged from 0.90 – 0.95).  The correlation of the full model was not much higher than that 632 

of the internal effects alone models.  There would therefore be little reason to use the full model for 633 

prediction, but we can derive more information about the relative importance of parameters from 634 

combining internal and external effects in one model. 635 

 636 

4.2 Effects of waves and seed electrons – internal effect predictor set 637 

4.2.1 ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus enhancement of flux  638 

In previous studies, cross correlations of ULF Pc5 waves with relativistic electron flux give the impression 639 

that ULF Pc5 waves have their most influence on relativistic electron flux at a lag of 2-3 days. (Mann et 640 

al., 2004; Kozyreva et al., 2007; Lam, 2017; Regi et al., 2015).  This would imply that ULF Pc5 waves drive 641 

acceleration most effectively through long term processes such as radial diffusion.  However, in our 642 

single predictor distributed lag-autoregressive models, the ULF Pc5 is markedly more influential at lag 1 643 

(lagged by 1 day) over the other lags.  Analyzing the effects of all lags in combination, instead of 644 

individually as in cross correlation, shifts the influence toward lag 1, but adding the autoregressive term 645 

(electron flux on the previous day) is even more influential at centering the ULF Pc5 effect at lag 1.  (The 646 

light gray bars of Figure 2 show the distributed lag models without the AR term; the darker bars show 647 

the analysis with the AR term added.)   648 

However, although ULF Pc5 waves show a negative effect at lag 0 in the single factor distributed lag 649 

models, this disappears when pressure and |B| are added in the combined, internal effects model.  The 650 

high correlation of ULF Pc5 with compression makes it appear these waves are reducing flux in the single 651 

factor models, when it is the hidden variable (compression) that is the actual cause.  When the 652 

compression reduction is accounted for in the combined model, the positive effects of these waves at 653 
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lag 0 can be seen.  The lower influence of lags 1 and 2 in this combined internal-effects model leads to 654 

the conclusion that radial diffusion is not the primary action of ULF Pc5 waves, at least at the lower 655 

energies.  The increased effect of the later lags at the highest energy level could indicate that radial 656 

diffusion is more important at higher energies or that short term acceleration processes continue over 657 

time, with electrons first being accelerated into the lower energy ranges and from there to the highest 658 

ones.  ULF Pc5 waves may drive more than one growth process: short acting acceleration whose effects 659 

appear at lag 0 (e.g., nonresonant interactions (Shah et al., 2015; Ukhorskiy et al., 2009; Degeling et al., 660 

2013) or magnetic pumping (Liu et al., 1999)) and a longer acting process which increases flux a day or 661 

two later (e.g., radial diffusion (Falthammar, 1965; Elkington et al., 1999; Nakamura et al., 2002; 662 

Ukhorskiy et al., 2005; Hudson et al., 2000).  There is little evidence for effects beyond this time scale.   663 

We have seen only evidence of flux enhancement by ULF Pc5 waves, although they are predicted to also 664 

contribute to electron loss via outward radial diffusion during shock events (Degeling et al., 2008; 665 

Loto'aniu et al., 2010; Shprits et al., 2006; Ukhorskiy et al., 2009; Zong et al., 2012; Hudson et al., 2014; 666 

Brautigam & Albert, 2000).  If ULF Pc5 waves are contributing to loss, this effect is overshadowed by the 667 

growth processes in the linear models.   668 

VLF chorus waves also show changes in influence as the model is refined.  Cross correlations give the 669 

impression that chorus is most influential at lag 2 or 3, but the distributed lag model brings the strongest 670 

chorus influence to lag 1 with the AR term making this difference even more dramatic.  The negative 671 

effect at lag 0 in the distributed lag model is again negated by the addition of the correlated 672 

compression terms (pressure and |B|) to the internal effects model.  Chorus shows an influence over a 673 

broader time period than ULF Pc5 waves, acting over both lag 0 and 1 except at the highest energy.  At 674 

the lower relativistic energies, acceleration by cyclotron resonance of electrons with chorus appears to 675 

act over a longer period of time than the acceleration mechanisms driven by ULF Pc5 waves.  676 

With effects at about the same order of magnitude as ULF Pc5 waves, VLF chorus waves act over lag 0 677 

and 1 in the lower flux energy ranges, but the lag 0 effect drops off in the highest energies.  This may be 678 

the signature of chorus accelerating electrons to lower energies (0.7-3.5 MeV) quickly, but electrons 679 

may only be brought to the highest energy levels if there are midrange electrons available for 680 

acceleration.  Alternatively, it may be that same day chorus precipitates electrons at the highest 681 

energies, as well as accelerating them, with the net effect coming close to zero (Lorentzen et al., 2001; 682 

Bortnik & Thorne, 2007; Millan and Thorne 2007; Bortnik et al., 2006; Lam et al., 2010; Hikishima et al., 683 

2010; Orlova & Shprits, 2010).  684 

Superposed epoch analyses using ground data or proxies have suggested an association between ground 685 

VLF waves and high energy electron flux (Smith et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2008; Li et al., 2015), but 686 

our previous multiple regression analysis of various factors found only a weak correlation between 687 

ground VLF with high energy electron flux (Simms et al., 2015; 2016).  In part, this was due to the 688 

attenuation of wave activity reaching the ground in the summer months due to solar irradiation of the 689 

ionosphere (Smith et al., 2010).  Limiting the ground VLF data to the dawn period improved the 690 

correlation somewhat, probably because VLF chorus (a flux enhancer) is more prevalent in the morning 691 

and hiss (an electron precipitator) more common in the afternoon and dusk (Simms et al., 2015), but 692 

Halley ground VLF did not have as a strong an influence as the ULF Pc5 index.  Our present multiple 693 

regression analysis uses VLF data from the DEMETER satellite instead of ground data from Halley.  Using 694 

this more robust measure of wave activity, and while holding other factors constant, we have found a 695 
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stronger correlation with flux than previously.  While our previous work did not support the contention 696 

that VLF chorus was as influential on flux as ULF Pc5, the current study shows they have effects of 697 

similar magnitude.   698 

Chorus is thought to be generated in two regions by two different processes: 1) within 15° of the 699 

magnetic equator due to electron injection from substorms near midnight (Meredith et al., 2001), and 2) 700 

at higher latitudes due to wave generation in the horns of the magnetosphere (Tsurutani & Smith, 701 

1977).  In the present study, we use DEMETER chorus activity from L4 which is generally above ±40° 702 

latitude.  This is beyond the ±15° latitude range where equatorially generated chorus is produced.  703 

These waves do propagate to higher latitudes (Horne & Thorne, 2003), particularly on the dayside 704 

(Meredith et al., 2003b; Li et al., 2009; Bunch et al., 2011), albeit with some attenuation (Bortnik et al., 705 

2007).  While our data may be partially incorporating equatorially generated chorus propagated to 706 

higher latitudes, it will also contain any chorus generated at that location.  It is therefore impossible to 707 

tell how much of the chorus effect in our model is from chorus generated at the equator and how much 708 

from the higher latitudes.  This has implications not only for the degree of chorus influence on electron 709 

enhancement, as chorus from these two regions may impact enhancement differently, but also for the 710 

influence of indirect substorm driving.  Chorus generated at higher latitudes is not thought to be as 711 

substorm-dependent, however this thinking is based on the use of the AE index to measure substorm 712 

activity (Tsurutani & Smith, 1977).  More recent studies have questioned the reliability of AE as a 713 

measure of substorm activity (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011).  The use of newer measures such as the 714 

SuperMAG SME or SME-D indices (Gjerloev, 2012) may provide more evidence of higher latitude chorus 715 

dependence on substorms.  However, in our model, for the purpose of predicting the level of electron 716 

enhancement due to chorus, measurements at high latitude may sufficiently represent equatorial 717 

chorus.  According to Bortnik et al. (2007), propagation to higher latitudes may be L-dependent, but as 718 

we limit chorus to a single L-shell this would not introduce bias.  Dayside chorus propagates further than 719 

nightside, so limiting our averages to this period increases the amount of chorus activity we pick up.  720 

Higher frequencies (>0.5fce) do not propagate beyond 15°, but lower frequencies within our averaging 721 

range propagate up to at least 56°.  This gives us a reasonable chance of picking up at least some of the 722 

signature of equatorial chorus.  If we observe this chorus signature without bias due to L, MLT, or 723 

frequency, then its weakness relative to other signals (such as ULF Pc5) will not, in theory, affect the 724 

ability of regression to compare chorus influences with other parameters.   725 

There is some debate about whether VLF chorus is necessary for flux enhancement.  A model using ULF 726 

Pc5 wave diffusion to model flux, excluding VLF chorus, showed good agreement with observations 727 

(Ozeke et al., 2017), leading to the conclusion that if ULF Pc5 waves alone can adequately explain flux 728 

levels then VLF waves do not contribute.  However, there is a competing hypothesis that chorus is the 729 

primary driver after a depletion event (Jaynes et al., 2015).  However, distributed lag models (Figures 2 730 

and 3) show slightly more influence of ULF Pc5 than chorus at lag 1.  Both waves play a role with roughly 731 

equal influence.  Although there may be events where one or the other dominates as the primary cause, 732 

in general, the two effects combine to enhance flux.  In fact, their combined action may not just be 733 

additive but synergistic, with the level of one variable influencing the effects of other variables.  This is 734 

explored further in a companion paper that focuses on nonlinear effects of these factors (Simms et al., 735 

2018b, submitted (Paper 2)).   736 

4.2.2 Seed Electrons 737 
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An available population of seed electrons for acceleration into higher energies was an important 738 
parameter at the lowest energies studied, but this effect fell off at the highest energies.  This accords 739 
with the lower seed-relativistic flux correlations at higher energies found in Van Allen Probes data (Tang 740 
et al., 2017).   In our results, the lag 0 influence fell off faster than the lag 1 over all energy channels.  741 
Electrons are accelerated quickly into the lowest energy ranges, then subsequently accelerated to the 742 
next highest energy with each channel drawing its new population from the channels just below.  This 743 
process takes several days for the highest energy channels and no influence of the seed population can 744 
be seen at the highest energy channel within the 2 day window.  There is no mechanism that takes seed 745 
electrons directly to the highest energy level in this short period of time.  This accords with correlations 746 
found between Van Allen Probes electron measurements and solar wind parameters (Zhao et al., 2017). 747 
 748 
4.2.3 Losses Due to EMIC Waves 749 

EMIC waves have been predicted to have a stronger influence in precipitating electrons >2MeV than 750 

those at lower energies due to their matching resonant energy (Bortnik et al., 2006), although it has 751 

been suggested that cold dense plasma on the duskside may lower the minimum required energy 752 

(Jordanova et al., 2008; Blum et al., 2015).  Ukhorskiy et al. (2010) also argue that if the predicted 753 

effective frequency range is not restricted to the single wave harmonic at the peak of the power spectral 754 

density, EMIC-induced electron scattering could occur down to energies as low as 400 keV within 755 

seconds.  Hendry et al. (2017) found a majority of EMIC-driven flux-precipitation events do occur below 756 

1 MeV.  However, both our single variable distributed lag model and the combined model of internal 757 

effects show a greater than three-fold increase in precipitation due to lag 1 EMIC waves at the highest 758 

energy compared to the effect on .7-1.8 MeV electrons.  Thus, although precipitation due to EMIC waves 759 

may act at the lower energies, it is more effective at the higher energies.  The lack of correlation of flux 760 

with lag 0 EMIC waves suggests that the timescale could be up to a day, not over a matter of seconds as 761 

has been predicted.  However, as we only use daily averages of flux, it is difficult to determine if this is 762 

actually the case.  EMIC effects on loss are modest compared to the enhancement effects of VLF chorus 763 

and ULF Pc5 waves.  In one storm, it was found that EMIC waves only lasted for several hours while 764 

chorus waves were present for a full 24 h period.  This difference could have accounted for the stronger 765 

enhancement effects of chorus over the loss due to EMIC waves in that storm period (Turner et al., 766 

2014), and could explain the greater influence of both chorus and ULF Pc5 in general if EMIC waves tend 767 

to be shorter lived.  It is possible that the underestimation of EMIC wave occurrence by ground stations 768 

(Keika et al., 2013; Saikin et al., 2015) might make comparisons of satellite observed chorus effects to 769 

ground EMIC influence difficult (Engebretson et al., 2008).  As we are comparing daily averaged chorus 770 

(and ULF Pc5) waves to all-day occurrence rates of EMIC waves this problem is less severe.  Although 771 

this may mean that our estimate of EMIC effectiveness is low, it will still have the correct sign. 772 

It should be noted that correlations of EMIC waves with flux show a positive association when the 773 

autoregressive term is not present in the model.  We suspect this is a consequence of EMIC waves being 774 

correlated with other processes that enhance flux.  Thus, the negative effects of EMIC waves are only 775 

seen in correlation analysis when other factors are accounted for.  In particular, we see the negative 776 

EMIC influence uncovered even when the only other factor added is the previous day's flux in the single 777 

factor distributed lag models. 778 

 779 

4.3 Adiabatic and compression effects 780 
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The wave effects described above are non-adiabatic enhancement and loss processes.  We have also 781 

included measures of adiabatic processes in our models: solar wind pressure, magnitude of B, and Dst.  782 

Even if we were not interested in the effects of adiabatic processes, it would be important to include 783 

them as covariate factors in the analysis of wave effects.   784 

Solar wind pressure, |B|, and the ring current influences are related to changes in compression and 785 

magnetic activity.  These factors are also highly correlated with the level of magnetospheric activity, 786 

which in turn may lead to increased wave activity.  Not including these factors could lead to confusion 787 

about which process is driving enhancement and loss.  Their inclusion also allows an assessment of the 788 

relative influence of adiabatic vs non-adiabatic effects (i.e., temporary vs. permanent, long-lived effects). 789 

Solar wind pressure and |B|at lag 0 show a strong negative influence in the single predictor models, as 790 

well as in the internal effects model. The simultaneous net effect, during periods of higher solar activity 791 

when these factors are high, is that electrons are rapidly depleted at geosynchronous orbit by the arrival 792 

of a pressure pulse, while the increased ring current (reduced magnetic field) allows particles to drift 793 

outwards and thus, adiabatically, lose energy (Kim & Chan, 1997). While |B| has been predicted to 794 

increase flux due to induced electric fields (Foster et al., 2015), at lag 0, the effect of |B| is negative and 795 

likely due to an association with compression, similar to the negative pressure effect.  The negative 796 

correlation of N with flux is also unexpected, although it may also be an indication that number density 797 

is strongly associated with compression. 798 

Dst, which measures the ring current and the tendency of electrons to drift outward and lose energy 799 
adiabatically, shows a similar lag 0 effect in models where variables are combined.  It appears as a 800 
positive correlation because stronger Dst is more negative.  This is likely due to the high correlation of 801 
Dst with positive drivers of flux such as VLF chorus and ULF Pc5 waves.  The "Dst effect", in which flux is 802 
reduced when lower magnetic field strength allows particles to move outward and adiabatically lose 803 
energy (Li et al., 1997; Kim & Chan, 1997; Onsager et al., 2002), is seen in the internal effects model 804 
correlations at lag 0 and 2 in the three lower energies.  The lower flux is a positive correlation because 805 
more negative (stronger) Dst leads to lower flux.  However, in the full model (both internal and external 806 
effects combined) a Dst effect at lag 1 is only significant for the midrange energies.  The rest of the 807 
significant effects of Dst appear to be explained by its upstream association with wave activity. 808 
Substorms are thought to be associated with moving the trapping boundary inward and thus reducing 809 

flux at geosynchronous orbit (Li et al., 1997).  Although we found negative correlations between 810 

substorms and flux at lag 0 (the same day) in the single variable model, these may be related to the 811 

correlated compression effects.  Significant negative correlations in the multivariable external effects 812 

models only occurred at lag 2.  This was two days later than flux reductions associated with compression 813 

due to pressure or |B|.  The negative effect of the movement of the boundary may be comparatively 814 

weak, or delayed, or the effect of substorms on increasing the direct drivers of flux (e.g., VLF chorus, ULF 815 

Pc5 waves) outweighs the reductions caused by changes in the trapping boundary. More significant to 816 

the question of wave effects, additions of pressure, |B|, and Dst to the internal effects model result in a 817 

reversal of the apparent negative correlation of both ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus.  While both these wave 818 

types showed a negative lag 0 correlation with flux in the single variable distributed lag models, they 819 

show a positive effect in the model incorporating pressure pulses, B field magnitude increases, and Dst 820 

effects.  Pressure and increased magnetic field not only compress the radiation belts, they also mark the 821 

increased geomagnetic activity that drives ULF Pc5 and chorus waves.  A compression event and/or an 822 

increase in ring current are likely to be accompanied by increased wave activity.  This correlation of 823 
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factors (compression, strong Dst, and wave activity) gives the appearance of a negative effect of these 824 

waves if compression and Dst are not included in the model as covariates.  By adding compression and 825 

Dst covariates, the positive influence of ULF Pc5 and chorus activity is unmasked.  The negative 826 

correlation of these waves with flux seen in the single variable models is only an artifact of not 827 

accounting for the large adiabatic and temporary loss due to compression.   828 

Compression of the magnetopause may also produce magnetopause shadowing, where trapped 829 
particles cross the magnetopause and are permanently lost (Onsager et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2013; 830 
Herrera et al., 2016; Xiang et al., 2017).  Losses due to magnetopause shadowing may be considerable 831 
and higher than enhancement due to wave acceleration in some storms (Turner et al., 2014).  However, 832 
it is possible that compression might also result in temporary reduction in electron flux at 833 
geosynchronous satellites if the satellites are left outside the magnetosphere during a compression 834 
event (Dmitriev et al., 2014). In our statistical analyses, we cannot tell whether losses associated with 835 
pressure are permanent, and therefore due to the accepted magnetopause shadowing effect, or 836 
temporary due to the radiation belts dipping below the altitude of the satellites.     837 
 838 
Magnetic shock events (increased |B|) can also produce electric fields which accelerate electrons 839 
(Foster et al., 2015).  In our analyses (external effects model), this enhancement occurs at lag 1, with 840 
more influence in the lower energy channels.  Previous observations of enhancement by electric fields 841 
showed a prompt response (< 20 min) (Foster et al., 2015).  However, in our statistical study, these rapid 842 
enhancement effects are overshadowed by the negative effects of magnetosphere compression at lag 0. 843 
 844 
 845 
 846 
4.4 Drivers of wave activity and the seed electron population 847 

We have already noted how some factors may show a correlation with flux merely because they are 848 

associated with the higher wave activity which drives flux during periods of general high geomagnetic 849 

activity.  However, some factors are thought to specifically drive flux-enhancing wave activity or produce 850 

the seed electrons that are accelerated to higher energies.   These indirect drivers of flux include 851 

substorms, source electrons, southward Bz, and solar wind velocity and number density.  In Figure 4 we 852 

define these as external effects, although the definition of internal and external is not strict.  While 853 

pressure and |B| may act directly on measured flux via compression of the radiation belts inside the 854 

satellite orbits, and Bz may be associated with magnetopause shadowing, Bz, V, and  number density are 855 

thought to affect flux indirectly by increasing the wave activity that drives flux acceleration and loss.  856 

This indirect influence is thought to be mediated by substorms and source electrons.  Of these two 857 

presumed intermediate processes, substorms show more positive influence than source electron flux.   858 

We have found that if the Bz is southward during a higher percentage of hours (in 24 h) there can be a 859 

moderate increase in flux.  At lag 1, this is only seen at the highest flux energy.  However, a negative 860 

influence is seen in other studies (Yuan & Zong, 2013; Ni et al., 2016), possibly because they include only 861 

disturbed periods during storms or strong pressure pulses, or because only strong dropout events are 862 

included in the analysis (Boynton et al., 2016).    During dropout events, southward Bz results in injection 863 

of ions which are presumed to increase EMIC wave activity which subsequently leads to further high 864 

energy electron flux decreases (Gao et al., 2015).  In this scenario, southward Bz acts only in an indirect 865 

manner, via increased EMIC wave activity.  However, our results suggest that a southward Bz may also 866 

result in enhancement.  Enhancement could also occur indirectly, via Injection of source energy 867 
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electrons (<100 keV) which lead to increased VLF chorus wave activity which drives high energy electron 868 

fluxes (Jaynes et al., 2015).  In addition, periods of southward Bz bring an influx of seed electrons 869 

(hundreds of keV) to geosynchronous orbit which would also lead to increased high energy electron flux 870 

(Kress et al., 2014).   871 

High speed solar wind is thought to drive ULF Pc5 waves through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Rae et 872 

al., 2005).  As a consequence, solar wind velocity should correlate well with electrons that have been 873 

enhanced by ULF Pc5 activity which is itself ultimately driven by solar wind velocity (Kavosi & Raeder, 874 

2015).  Not only that, but including these waves in the regression model (the full model) should cause 875 

the V influence to drop out if its entire influence is mediated through the ULF Pc5 waves.  For the lower 876 

three energies, this is true.  However, velocity shows a strong correlation with flux at the highest energy 877 

level even when ULF Pc5 is accounted for in the full model (Figure 5).  This suggests either that velocity 878 

directly drives high energy electron flux enhancement through undetermined processes, or, more likely, 879 

that it is responsible for driving another flux-enhancing wave that acts most strongly on the highest 880 

energy electrons – a wave type that we have not included in our model.  881 

Previous cross correlational studies have found the highest correlation between solar wind velocity and 882 
flux at lag 2 (Paulikas & Blake, 1979; Sakaguchi et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2017), however our distributed 883 
lag models (where several lags of V are entered simultaneously) show that the correlation with velocity 884 
is highest at lag 1.  The high correlation seen at lag 2 in previous cross correlation analyses is inflated by 885 
the high correlation between lags.  Our result shows that velocity acts more quickly.  By lag 2, in fact, the 886 
velocity effect is actually negative.   887 
 888 
At lag 1, we attempted to add several coupling functions to the models: pressure, -VBs, and Ey.  889 
However, as all three are derived from multiplying V with either N or Bz (or Bz<0), each of these 890 
coupling functions is highly correlated with the main effects of V, N, or Bz already present.  The 891 
multicollinearity in such a model (as measured by the variance inflation factor) was high enough that the 892 
resulting model would likely not be a good predictor using novel data.  Their addition did not 893 
appreciably raise the ability of the model to explain variation in the existing data (as measured by R2), 894 
and substituting the coupling functions for the main effects of V, N, and Bz resulted in models with 895 
lower R2.  Due to the multicollinearity issues, we do not feel adding the lag 1 multiplicative terms would 896 
result in a stable model for predictive purposes and use only the lag 0 of pressure in the full model, 897 
which produced less multicollinearity with the lag 1 V and N terms.  However, these coupling functions 898 
could describe a multiplicative (synergistic) action, while the addition of the main effects individually 899 
describes only the additive relationship.  Although incorporating both multiplicative and additive terms 900 
in a single model may result in multicollinearity (and possibly a less stable model) the simultaneous 901 
testing of them can provide information about their joint action.  For this reason, we explore the 902 
multiplicative relationship further for pressure in our companion paper (Simms et al., 2018b).  903 
 904 
Substorms are thought to play several roles in controlling flux levels: providing source electrons ( several 905 
- 100keV) whose anisotropies drive flux-enhancing VLF chorus waves, injecting seed electrons (several 906 
hundreds of keV) that are accelerated to relativistic energies, and creating localized magnetic field line 907 
stretching which can lead to electron dropouts.  Our analyses report mostly positive correlations of flux 908 
with substorms.  The negative correlation at lag 0 of the distributed lag (single predictor) model could be 909 
solely due to correlation with the strong effects of pressure and B magnitude much as the V, ULF Pc5, 910 
and VLF chorus are.   911 
 912 
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Previous work has found the peak enhancement of flux by substorms (as measured by AL) to occur at lag 913 
1, with still significant enhancement at lag 2 (Zhao et al., 2017).  We see this same pattern in our simple 914 
correlations, but multiple regression including other solar wind parameters (external effects model) 915 
shows a strong lag 0 effect at lower energies, transitioning to a stronger positive lag 2 effect only at the 916 
higher energies.  Substorms represent a number of processes and are themselves driven by solar wind 917 
velocity, pressure, and Bz.  Including several of these other variables in the analysis should reduce the 918 
substorm effect, or at least change its time of action.  For example, the inclusion of substorm-driven 919 
source electrons could be expected to cause the substorm effect to drop out entirely, if the injection of 920 
source electrons was a substorm's only contribution to flux enhancement.  However, not only is there is 921 
still a positive substorm correlation when seed and source electrons are accounted for in the analysis, at 922 
the highest energy levels this correlation is as large or larger than any other effect.  This suggests either 923 
that processes associated with substorms that we have not included also drive acceleration, or that 924 
substorms inject high energy electrons along with the seed and source electrons.  Other studies have 925 
shown injection of MeV electrons by dipolarization during substorms at geosynchronous orbit or just 926 
below (Ingraham et al., 2001; Dai et al., 2014, 2015; Tang et al., 2016).  Our regression model, comparing 927 
enhancement effects, shows that substorm injections of MeV electrons are at least as important as 928 
wave acceleration in the higher energy channels. 929 
 930 
Source electrons with energies in the tens of keV (31.7 keV in our models) have been observed driving 931 

VLF chorus waves which then act to accelerate seed electrons (Reeves et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2014; 932 

Foster et al., 2015).  As expected, seed electrons (270 keV in our models) show positive correlations with 933 

high electron energy flux, at least at the lower energy channels.  As noted above, the fall off in 934 

correlation at the highest energy levels may be a consequence of seed electrons not being accelerated 935 

directly to these highest energies.  This is also consistent with the first enhancements appearing in the 936 

10-100 keV electron population, followed by later enhancements of the higher energy electron 937 

populations (Boyd et al., 2014; 2016).  Source electrons (31.7 keV), however, tend to show negative or 938 

no correlation at lag 0 and 1 in the multivariable models, despite their strong correlations with flux seen 939 

in the simple correlations of Figure 2.  The loss of source electron influence in the multivariable models 940 

suggests that they only drive flux indirectly.  Presumably, this is through their driving of VLF chorus 941 

waves, which subsequently drive flux.  Once VLF chorus is added to the model, the source electron 942 

correlation with flux is already explained and the source electron effect drops out. 943 

 944 

4.5 Complexity of the system 945 

The complexity of the system is demonstrated by the intricate balance of changing effects as different 946 

variables are added to the models.  Most notably, the strong effect of ULF Pc5 seen in the internal 947 

effects model at high energy (Figure 3) drops out in the full regression (Figure 5).  This is most likely due 948 

to the addition of V or substorms, which show a strong influence on the highest energy channel.  The 949 

ULF Pc5 correlation with flux in the internal effects model is most likely due to the hidden correlation of 950 

ULF Pc5 with these influential factors.  In a similar fashion, the drop in source electron flux influence is 951 

likely due to the addition of VLF chorus waves to the full model.  In this case, we can draw the 952 

conclusion that source electrons are no longer influential on high energy electron flux when the chorus 953 

waves that they drive (which subsequently accelerate electrons to high energies) are also included in the 954 

analysis. 955 
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 956 

 957 

 958 

5. Summary 959 

1. Multiple regression allows a direct comparison of influences on relativistic electrons at 960 

geosynchronous orbit, while accounting for the effects of other variables.  With this technique we are 961 

able to determine which factors are the strongest influences, and which only appear influential due to 962 

their correlation with the driving parameters.  This potentially provides more information than would be 963 

obtained from a neural network analysis.  As all parameters are tested simultaneously their relative 964 

influences within the model can be directly compared via the standardized regression coefficients.  We 965 

introduce an autoregressive term (flux on the previous day) to improve robustness of statistical tests.  966 

This has the added benefit of testing influences of parameters without the confounding influence of flux 967 

persistence.  In addition to this, distributed lag models allow the testing of each predictor lag, while 968 

accounting for the influence of the same predictor at other lags.  This allows us to determine at which 969 

lag physical effects of these predictors are acting and is thus an improvement over time-integrated 970 

correlations which combine several lags together. 971 

2. We analyze internal effects (waves, seed electrons, and compression) separately from external effects 972 

(solar wind influences and substorms), to determine relative influences of direct drivers without 973 

confusing influences between these sets.    Much of the variation in high energy electron flux can be 974 

explained by the internal drivers without the inclusion of external drivers in the model.  A final 975 

combined analysis of internal and external effects confirms this, with internal drivers showing more 976 

consistently statistically significant influence than the solar wind external drivers.  Substorms and 977 

velocity, however, show influence at the highest energy electrons even when wave influences are 978 

accounted for.  This suggests either another unaccounted process driven by them (likely in the case of 979 

V), or that they are directly responsible for enhancements (by direct injection as may be the case with 980 

substorms).  These combined autoregressive analyses result in predictive models that explain 81.7 – 981 

90.5 % of the variation in the data  (r = .904 - .951). 982 

3. ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus waves have approximately the same magnitude of influence on log10 983 

relativistic electron flux at the two lower energy channels (0.7 – 3.5 MeV).  At higher flux energies, the 984 

chorus influence remains strong while the ULF Pc5 influence drops off.  Loss due to EMIC waves is less 985 

influential, and only significant at the higher flux energies. 986 

4. Injection of high energy electrons by substorms is at least as important as acceleration by wave action 987 

at some energies.  At the highest flux energies it dominates over wave influences. 988 

5. The "Dst effect" -- a decrease in flux seen during the main phase of storms -- is not generally a 989 

significant effect when pressure and |B| are included in the model.   990 

6. A distributed lag model allows a comparison of a variable's effect at different times.  Although simple 991 

cross correlation suggests that parameters have an appreciable influence up to 5 days later, the 992 

distributed lag models show that this is limited to 0-2 days. 993 
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7. Accounting for compression which results in magnetopause shadowing removes the negative 994 

correlation seen in most variables in the distributed lag models at day 0. The compression effects 995 

accounted for by solar wind pressure and |B| are strong and consistent over the four energy channels. 996 

8. Although previous studies have found strong flux enhancement related to more southward Bz, we 997 

have found that the magnitude of this influence is less than that seen from ULF Pc5 and VLF chorus 998 

waves, solar wind velocity, presence of seed electrons, or substorms.  Although southward Bz shows 999 

some independent influence, its strong effects seen in other studies are likely because it is a marker for 1000 

these other processes, rather than that it is a major influence itself. 1001 

9. Simple coupling functions such as Ey or -VBs do not provide more predictive information (as 1002 

measured by R2) about solar wind influences than multiple regression incorporating the measured 1003 

parameters (V and Bz) as separate main effects.   1004 

 1005 
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 1610 

 1611 

Table 1. Unstandardized regression coefficients from multiple regressions for each of four energy 1612 

channels for models of Figure 5 (see figure for standardized coefficients).  These unstandardized 1613 

coefficients could be used in a modified version of Equation 2 to predict relativistic electron.   1614 

*: significant effect at p < 0.05. 1615 

 1616 

 0.7-1.8MeV 1.8-3.5MeV 3.5-6.0MeV 6.0-7.8MeV 

Constant -.2728254 -.4030948* .4691164* -.0611605 

Pressure -.0228033* -.0310316* -.0613575* -.0255279* 

|B| -.0321384* -.0357031* -.0176730* -.0079075* 

Dst -.0013783 -.0011421 .0021548* .0000890 

Bz -.0000013 .0002284 -.0002250 .0006029* 

N .0011050 -.0114411* -.0102755* -.0008994 

V  .0001995 .0003322 .0002628 .0003143* 

Substorms -.0017459 .0051601 .0181378* .0096554* 

Source electrons .0043594 -.0289915 -.0542447 -.0574846* 

ULF Pc5 .0047903* .0062157* .0035429* -.0002297 

Chorus .0807329* .1138711* .0939481* .0293270* 

EMIC -.0056024 -.0069559 -.0162118* -.0049493* 

Seed electrons .1919567* .1572711* -.0731433* -.0217932 

Log high energy 

electron flux (AR) 
.7221844* .7359866* .8907230* .7935746* 

     

R2 .884 .892 .905 .817 

Correlation .940 .944 .951 .904 

  1617 
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Figure 1.  Summary of the drivers of enhancement and loss processes of relativistic energy electrons.  1618 

Temporary effects are in gray text.   1619 

Figure 2.  Distributed lag regression models for individual predictors.  Lags 0-5 in combination are used 1620 

to predict relativistic electron flux.  Each bar gives the regression coefficient for that particular lag.  Bars 1621 

with black outlines are autoregressive models where lag 1 flux is added as a predictor.  Bars outlined in 1622 

gray do not include the autoregressive term.   1623 

Figure 3.  Standardized regression coefficients of the combined analyses of internal effects: ULF Pc5, 1624 

chorus, and EMIC waves, seed electron flux (270 keV), and Dst at lags 0-2; pressure and |B| at lag 0.  1625 

Statistically significant terms are shown in dark gray.  The autoregressive component (lag 1 of relativistic 1626 

electron flux) was also included in these models, but is not shown in the figures.  Its standardized 1627 

regression coefficient varied from .792-.921.  R2 are 0.899, 0.901, 0.916, and 0.810 for the four energy 1628 

channels (0.7-1.8, 1.8-3.5, 3.5-6.0, and 6.0-7.8, respectively).  The square root of these (corresponding to 1629 

a correlation coefficient) are 0.948, 0.950, 0.957, and 0.900. 1630 

Figure 4.  Standardized regression coefficients of the combined analyses of external effects: % hours/day 1631 

of Bz<0, V, pressure, and |B| with intermediaries substorms and source electron flux.  Statistically 1632 

significant terms (p < 0.05) are shown in dark gray.  The autoregressive component (lag 1 of relativistic 1633 

electron flux) was also included in these models, but is not shown in the figures.  Its standardized 1634 

regression coefficient varied from .750-.907.    R2 are 0.886, 0.895, 0.903, and 0.808 for the four energy 1635 

channels (0.7-1.8, 1.8-3.5, 3.5-6.0, and 6.0-7.8, respectively).  The square root of these (corresponding to 1636 

a correlation coefficient) are 0.941, 0.946, 0.950, and 0.899. 1637 

Figure 5. Standardized regression coefficients from multiple regression for each of four energy channels 1638 

with all predictors: lag 0 Pressure, |B|, and Dst; lag 1 Bz, V, substorms, source electron flux, ULF Pc5, 1639 

chorus, and EMIC wave activity; seed electron flux.  Lag 1 log relativistic electron flux is included as an 1640 

autoregressive term (not shown in figure).  Dark gray bars show significant effects (p < 0.05).  Regression 1641 

coefficients for the autoregressive term ranged from 0.724- 0.892.  Unstandardized regression 1642 

coefficients and fraction of variation explained by the model (the R2 or prediction efficiency) are given in 1643 

Table 1  for this model, along with the square root of the R2 which is equivalent to a correlation 1644 

coefficient. 1645 

 1646 
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